
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of capture
business development. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for capture business development

Controls resources assigned to proposal
Normalize customer engagement across programs and developing customer
engagement strategies for future programs, utilizing personnel at all levels to
engage with their respective customer counterparts to advance existing
program goals and strategies
Develop strategies that target key mid-level customers, with the goal of
developing customer intimacy well in advance of them assuming key
customer roles and responsibilities
Leverage Driving Customer Value (DCV) tools and processes, and providing
leadership for DCV implementation, in support of trainers, coaches, and
course offerings
Develop, implement and manage a process for capture assessment and
assurance that results in competitive capture rate and win rate
Develop, implement and manage metrics that accurately describe division
customer strategic performance by tracking key customer engagement
outcomes, key customer requirement outcomes and customer intimacy
Serves as the leader for the Business Development organization within the
FedCiv organization reporting to the Vice President for Business
Development and Capture
Ability to manage people and multifaceted organizations is a must
Develop and implement the overall capture strategy, develop internal and
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Responsible for validating/endorsing the technical solution

Qualifications for capture business development

Minimum of 3 years of Proposal Management to include proposal writing and
development in the federal government and/or DoD environment
Experience developing business across other Federal sector customers
(besides DoD) a plus
5 years of management experience in Functional Management, Engineering
Management, Operations Management, and/or Program Management
Demonstrated multi-disciplinary global business development and capture
experience
Demonstrated people leadership skills of 25 or more employees and the
ability to work effectively in a team environment
Proven ability to provide independent critical assessments, that ultimately
result in better outcomes for the enterprise


